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In this section I analyze and explain the meaning of each individual Delusion rubric. I offer previously unexplored explanations of the psychological delusional state inherent in each Delusion rubric. Furthermore, I explain their psychotherapeutic meaning and application by analyzing how each remedy listed under the rubric heading has utilized the delusional stance to its advantage. The reasons why each constitutional remedy is listed under a rubric will often be vastly different. Understanding the need for the psychological delusions within each of the constitutional remedy profiles will aid in remedy recognition.

Each selection of Delusion rubrics discussed are shaded. Analyses of the remedy profiles follow each sub-section. The psychological development of Delusion rubrics for each constitutional remedy profile is analyzed according to either avoidance or self-deluding need.

- Delusions: Christ, himself to be: cann-i. VERAT.
- Delusions: communication with God; be is in: chord-umb. Olib-sac. psii, stram, thres-a, verat.
- Delusions: messenger from God; he is a: verat [1] 1.
- Delusions: heaven, is in: calc-ar. cann-i, hydrog. op. Veraf.
• Delusions: God: sees God: aether, ol-eur
• Delusions: divine, being: cann-i. glon. ignis-alc. stram.
• Delusions: Mary. Virgin: she is: cann-i. stram. verat.
• Delusions: queen, she is a: cann-i. olib-sac. oncor-t.
• Delusions: spirit, he is a: cann-i. ignis-alc.
• Delusions: lifted; she was being: ozone, plut-n.
• Delusions: transparent: he is: anh. bell. cann-i. falco-pe. urol-h.
• Delusions: superhuman; is: cann-i. ignis-alc. psill.
• Delusions: power, all-powerful; she is: adam. cann-i. thuj. Verat.
• Delusions: born into the world; he was newly: cori-r. lac-h. olib-sac. plut-n.
• Delusions: beautiful: anh. bell. Cann-i. coca Lach. op. petr-ra. positr. Sulph. taosc. ; j ":
• Delusions: delightful: she is or wants to be delightful: stram. [1] 1.
• Delusions: beautiful: she is beautiful and wants to be: stram.[1 ] 1.
• Delusions: angels, seeing: aether cann-i. irid-met. olib-sac, stram.
• Delusions: choir, he is in a cathedral on hearing music of a: cann-i.
  [1] 1
• Delusions: bewitched, he is: cann-i. loxo-recl. rhus-t.
• Delusions: cathedral; he is in a: choir; on hearing: cann-i. [1] 1.
• Delusions: creative power; has: agath-a, cann-i. ignis-alc. psill.
• Delusions: nun; she is a: olib-sac.[1]1.
• Delusions: consciousness: higher consciousness; unification with:
  hydrog. podo.
Self-Deluding: Megalomaniacal righteousness and the belief that 'God is on your side', or psychological delusions that one is God, help allay underlying fears and doubts about one's safety in the world. Each constitutional remedy will need God in order to avoid a different psychological delusion, and each remedy in their own peculiar way will believe they are divinely blessed. If the delusion is self-deluding it is hidden from oneself and protected and maintained because the patient needs to hide from reality. I discuss Cannabis indica, Hydrogenium, Olibanum sacrum, Stramonium and Veratrum album. Cannabis indica need to believe they are a heavenly queen in a beautiful cathedral listening to choirs of angels because they suffer from 'delusions of annihilation'. Conversely, Hydrogenium desire death so they can be merged with God in a higher consciousness. Olibanum sacrum need to believe they are in communication with God because when they are ill and dying they are fearful that they will not find peace and beauty in death. Stramonium need the intervention of a higher power because they suffer from psychosomatic illusions and delusions that their own body is dismembered. Veratrum album use their belief that 'God is on their side', to protect themselves. Underlying their righteousness is fear of God's vengeance. Of all the Delusion rubrics listed above, the one Delusion rubric: religious, is the most important rubric to understand. It is one of the most important rubrics to understand because the need for religion becomes paramount when one is facing disease and death. I am yet to experience a dying patient who has not needed to either find God or find peace within a spiritual practice. (My intention is to relay my experience only. I acknowledge that atheists believe that when faced with death they will not need to believe in any other heavenly realm. I have not treated any dying atheists.) Religiosity can take the form of conventional religious practices or 'New-Age positive thinking', or Eastern meditative practices. The reference to God is synonymous and applicable to all religions and all personifications of God. God
can refer to Buddha, Jesus or Mohammed, to name just a few. It is important to note here that I am not attacking the need, or the validity of the need, for religion or any meditative practice. The Delusion rubric: religious is specifically and only, used in case analysis if there is a notable disproportionate need to use religious faith to deny disease and death. If there is not a notable disproportionate need to use religious faith then the homoeopath should use the Mind rubric: religious affections in the rubric-repertorisation. Psychological delusions of religiosity are a form of 'delusion of hubristic denial' because they allow the patient to believe that God will save them from their disease or death. Religiosity or spirituality allows the patient to believe that God or their 'spiritual practice' will annul their sins, or in the case of Eastern religions, 'clear their karma'. I have placed denial of illness amongst the rubrics of communication with God because the first stage of denial for a sick patient will be righteous religiosity which vindicates, and annuls them of, their sins. Conversely, each remedy profile listed in the Delusion rubric: religious, can become obsessed with the sins they have committed. If your patient believes that they truly deserve their illness and this is why they are sick, then they are delusional and representative of the Delusion rubrics of having sinned and committed a crime. The remedies listed in the Delusion rubric: religious each have a tendency to self-persecution. Self-persecution is commonly referred to as psychological 'delusions of original sin'. 'Delusions of original sin' will always be the reason for avoidance which fuels the need for all delusional religious 'inspirational ideologies'. If your patient obsessively needs to find God before they die (whether it be within Eastern meditation practices, or within the confessional) then the simillimum will be one of the remedies listed in this Delusion rubric. Underlying the need for religion will be a need for absolution. This is why it is so important to allow your patient to tell you why they have become sick. I have dedicated the Causation chapter to psychological 'delusions of original
**Belladonna** choose to delude themselves that they are surrounded by friends to avoid feeling vulnerable. *Belladonna* suffer from severe and crippling imaginary fears of being attacked and possessed by the devil. The classical interpretation of why *Belladonna* is listed in the Delusion rubric: *seeing people*, has always been that *Belladonna* are visually delusional when they have a high fever. The psychotherapeutic application and explanation reveals that *Belladonna* are terrified of being sick. They will become crippled with psychological 'delusions of persecution' from the devil within, and from the devil outside.
Belladonna use their psyche to develop visions when they are sick because otherwise they will be distraught with fear of their own internal devil, and of the putrefying nature of disease.

Belladonna carry within the memory of their psyche the asphyxiating death associated with the plant's botanical history. Belladonna need the psychological 'delusion of grandeur' and their religiosity to protect themselves. Belladonna have the Delusion rubric: about to receive injury. Belladonna will always present as alternating between the extremes of grand religiosity and crippling terror when they are sick.


2. Forsaken: Delusion rubric: devil: taken by the devil; he will be: bell. Delusion rubric: home: away from home; he is: bell. Delusion rubric: injury, about to receive injury; is: bell. Delusion rubric: people: seeing people: BELL.


4. Depression: Delusion rubric: devil: taken by the devil; he will be: bell. [This rubric can pertain to persecutory fears or depressive fear of disease.] Delusion rubric: caught; he will be: bell.


Calcarea carbonica is a commonly prescribed remedy which homoeopathic students learn about early on in their studies. Calcarea carbonica is one of the first remedies homoeopathic students learn because it is noted as a good remedy for children suffering from nightmares, especially if they are away from home. Calcarea carbonica as a remedy profile are noted for worrying about their health, their family's
health, and every unknown trifle which they can fixate upon to worry about. *Calcarea carbonica* manage their overwhelming stress by creating a strong focus on their job and family.

*Calcarea carbonica* need their fanciful illusions of a fantasy world of imaginary friends and money [wealth]. *Calcarea carbonica* have the Delusion rubric: talks about money, and the Delusion rubric: lives in a fantasy world of imaginary friends.

As adults, *Calcarea carbonica* develop obsessive, systematic and methodical work and life practices to create strong boundaries around them in which to contain their overwhelming anxiety. What is not commonly understood about *Calcarea carbonica* because it is assumed that it is 'a simple children's remedy', is the complexity of their delusional pathology.

*Calcarea carbonica* are significantly not listed in any of the Delusion rubrics pertaining to psychological 'delusions of original sin' or self-blame. *Calcarea carbonica* have the Delusion rubrics: has horrible visions, and on closing eyes, sees images and phantoms. *Calcarea carbonica* are the victims of, and are tormented by, projected visions of demons taking them away from their home and causing them harm. This vulnerability has been accepted as the cause of the anticipatory anxiety from which *Calcarea carbonica* suffer. *Calcarea carbonica* is often overlooked and subsequently under-prescribed as the simillimum for adults because the pathological inconsistencies have not been identified. *Calcarea carbonica* suffer from 'narcissistic neurosis'. 'Narcissism' describes the personality trait of excessive self-love. Narcissism is recognized as a personality disorder of excessive selfishness. *Calcarea carbonica* are notably stubborn and pompous. Energy which is disproportionately redirected on to a narcissist persona causes 'delusions of grandeur'. 'Neuroses' relate to psychosomatic conditions. ('Psychoses' relate to mental conflict and mental derangement.) If a remedy profile has stark inconsistencies within the personality profile, then there is underlying pathology within their psyche.
Calcarea carbonica create grandiose stability on the outer to deny their inner fragility.

Calcarea carbonica have the Delusion rubric: *body being dashed to pieces*. [1] 1. Calcarea carbonica suffer from numerous psychoses to do with their health because energy is redirected from their 'ego' to the 'id'. The 'id' is unrestrained selfish self-gratification. 'Narcissistic neurosis' is a pre-emptive cause for manic-depressive psychosis insofar as it is characterized by the withdrawal of energy from the realistic and rational 'ego'.

Calcarea carbonica is under-prescribed for adults because the delusional need for security has not been recognized as 'neurotic narcissism', which in turn is the cause of their manic-depressive psychoses.

Calcarea carbonica have the Delusion rubric: *he would go out of his mind*. Manic-depressive psychoses result in the patient alternating between grandiose delusions of stature and depressive periods of unreasoning despair. This is the pattern in Calcarea carbonica. Underpinning the psychoses are neurotic fears which preempt their numerous 'delusions of persecution' and 'delusions of abandonment'. Calcarea carbonica have the Mind rubrics: *important and pompous versus, fear of being laughed at and mocked*. [1] 1. 'Narcissistic neurosis' is the underlying cause of the pathology behind their desire to be controlled and their crippling lack of confidence from being over controlled. Calcarea carbonica have the Mind rubrics: *desire to be magnetized™*, [3], versus *ailments from long time domination*. Calcarea carbonica are narcissistic because they attribute no blame to themselves, this is why they have no psychological 'delusions of original sin'. Calcarea carbonica are neurotic because their narcissist 'delusions of grandeur' do not tally with their inner fragility. Their grandiose belief in *wealth* and *friends* protects them and assures them of security, but the need to maintain their grandiosity reinforces and perpetuates future insecurity and emotional collapse. Calcarea carbonica have the Mind rubric: *constant fear of everything*. 
*Delusion rubric: people: conversing with absent people: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: fancy, illusions of: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: visions, has wonderful: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: faces, sees: closing eyes, on: CALC.* [This rubric can pertain to seeing friendly or evil faces. The interpretation should be specific to each remedy profile.]

2. Forsaken: *Delusion rubric: home: away from home; he is: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: criticized, she is: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: ruined: is ruined; he: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: images, phantoms; sees: closing eyes, on: CALC.*  
*Delusion rubric: criticized, she is: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: snakes: in and around her. calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: vermin: seeing vermin crawl about: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: watched, she is being: Calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: murdered: will be murdered; he: Calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: persecuted: he is persecuted: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: people: behind him; someone is: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: specters, ghosts, spirits; seeing: Calc.*

3. Causation: NONE

*Delusion rubric: anxious: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: annihilation; about to sink into: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: ruined: is ruined; he: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: horrible: everything seems: CALC.*  
*Delusion rubric: insane: become insane; one will: Calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: confusion; others will observe her. Calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: brain: dissolving and she were going crazy; brain were: calc.* [1] *Delusion rubric: mind: out of his mind; he would go: calc.*

5. Resignation: *Delusion rubric: body: dashed to pieces, being: calc.* [1] *Delusion rubric: die: about to die; one was: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: disease: incurable disease; he has an: calc.*  
*Delusion rubric: sick: being: CALC.*
(The Delusion rubrics: seeing specters, ghosts, spirits, should be assessed according to the individual remedy and how the visions are advantageous or injurious to each individual constitutional remedy.)

**Magnesium carbonicum** avoid feeling alone because they suffer from 'delusions of abandonment'. **Magnesium carbonicum** believe they can see people, especially members of their family, so as not to feel they have been deserted. The Delusion rubrics: sees dead persons, and seeing people, should always be interpreted according to the remedy profile.

**Magnesium carbonicum** need to connect with illusions and visions of their dead loved ones to reassure themselves they are not alone.

**Magnesium carbonicum** have the Mind rubrics: forsaken feeling of not being beloved by his parents, wife and friends, and ailments from being neglected by one's father. **Magnesium carbonicum** have the Delusion rubric: seeing thieves. The Delusion rubrics: he is counting his money, and lumps in bed, both confirm the depth of their need for security, and the intensity of their exaggerated fears of loss, especially financially. The Delusion rubric: lumps in bed, lists only two remedies: Magnesium carbonicum and Arnica. Within the remedy profile of Arnica, this rubric pertains to disproportionate sensitivity: emotionally, mentally, and physically. Within the remedy profile of Magnesium carbonicum, this rubric pertains to the need for security in their home and specifically in their bed. Magnesium carbonicum have the Mind rubric: fear something will happen, the warmth of the bed ameliorates.

**Magnesium carbonicum** are not listed in any of the Delusion rubrics pertaining to self-blame or 'delusions of original sin'. Magnesium carbonicum transfer all their neuroses outwards on to family and friends. A neurosis shows an inability to have a rational or realistic objective view of one's life. Transference is characterized by unconscious self-deluding denial which allows for the redirection of feelings on to another person. A
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